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Drivers and Impediments of Consumer Online
Information Search: Self-controlled versus
Agent-assisted Search
Sarah Spiekermann, Dirk Temme
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

Martin Strobel
Maastricht University

Abstract: This research investigates drivers of consumer’s online search activity.
Traditional constructs relevant in offline information search (including perceived
product risk, purchase involvement and product knowledge) are tested for an online environment on the basis of a structural equation model. In addition, new
constructs impacting online search, namely privacy concerns and flow, are analysed. A major contribution of this research is the explicit distinction of consumers’
preference for agent-assisted search versus self-controlled search forms. The
analysis is based on 116 subjects that were observed in their search behaviour
during a ‘real-world’ shopping trip for cameras.
Keywords: online shopping, agents, information search, decision-support

1

Introduction

Since we can observe an increasing use of the WWW as a source of product purchase information a long row of research on consumer product choice processes is
being questioned. This is, because the new electronic medium promises to considerably reduce traditional search cost relevant in offline markets [Alba+97, Bak97],
offers an exciting amount of new product information sources and efficiently supports the search process through agent technology and other personalization features [Kar+03, HäTr00]. Within a few years, the Internet has evolved as a major
source of product information retrieval. In many areas it now serves 10-20% of
customers to prepare their purchases [Eco04].
When the market dynamics of the Internet economy are studied, scholars have a
tendency to assume the widespread deployment and use of highly performing
search engines or personal agent technologies. Based on the fascinating idea that
there is a highly efficient and reliable technology at work that has all relevant in-
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formation at hand, they have started to integrate a ‘minimal search cost perspective’ in their models and investigated, for example, the consequences for pricing
[Bro00] and market dynamics [Alba+97]. Little research emphasis has been attributed, however, to the fact that consumers may not exclusively want to base their
purchase decision on agent recommendations. For example, consumers may not
trust the technology to the necessary end and may therefore wish to complement
agent suggestions with a personally conducted and more controlled search activity. Urban et al. (1999), for example, who tested consumers satisfaction with a
‘trust-based advisor’ found some evidence that subjects with different predispositions in the purchase process (e.g. different levels of product knowledge)
react differently to the support technology. It is therefore important to ask to what
extent and why consumers recur to agent recommendations for their purchase decisions, or, in contrast, prefer information search that they control more.
The study presented hereafter proposes and tests a comprehensive model of Internet based information search. It explicitly respects the existence of two different
types of search conducted online: interaction with an electronic decision-support
system on one side and personally controlled, detailed inspection of product descriptions on the other.
Following this introduction, section 2 summarizes a structural equation model on
online information search. Section 3 describes the methodology we employed to
test our model. Section 4 describes the way of measurement. Eventually, Section 5
reports on the results obtained commenting on model fit as well as the acceptance
or denial of individual hypotheses tested. Here, we also expand on the relative importance of agent supported search versus detailed product inspection. Section 6
concludes with a summary of major findings.

2

Proposed Model of Online Information Search

We propose a model of drivers and impediments of online information search. At
its centre is the amount of search activity displayed by subjects. This search activity is hypothesised to be dependent on a number of variables: purchase involvement, product experience, product class knowledge, perceived risk, stage in the
buying process, privacy concerns, cost and benefits of search as well as the
achievement of a flow status. Figure 1 gives an overview of the hypothesised constructs and their relationships.
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Figure 1: Proposed structural equation model for online information search and results

There are two prominent ways in which product information is sought online: One
is to obtain information by consulting detailed product descriptions. Here, pure
site navigation, the use of product fact sheets, comparison matrices and photographs is a common means employed in online environments. We refer to this as
manual search. Another way to search for products online is the use of interactive
decision support systems that allow for more efficient attribute sorting of products
and comparative shopping (e.g. MySimon.com). For modelling purposes we distinguish between these two different types of online information search. They are
the dependent variables in the model investigated.
Search activity prior to purchase has repeatedly been shown influenced by perceived risk. Perceived product risk denotes a consumer’s assessment of the consequences of making a purchase mistake, as well as of the probability of such a mistake occurring [Cun67]. As a result of this initial risk assessment consumers engage in information search in order to reduce the perceived risk to an acceptable
level [DoSt94, SuTa98].
In our model we postulate that higher levels of perceived risk lead participants to
use both means of search in a relatively intensive manner.
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H1: The more product risk a consumer perceives prior to the purchase of a camera, the more he or she will interact with an electronic advisor agent.
H2:The more product risk a consumer perceives prior to the purchase of a camera, the more will he or she consult detailed product information.
A recognized construct in structural equation models of information search
[PuSt83, SrRa91] (and theoretical reflections thereon) [Moo+97] is the cost benefit
judgement consumers make. Cost of search in these studies represent the accumulation of physical and cognitive effort as well as monetary expenditures necessary
to find the right product. Benefits of search have been described as satisfaction
with the product chosen or cost savings realized through the search activity
[PuSt83].
In an online context, perceived cost and benefits of search will probably continue
to trigger search effort. Yet, especially the cost side may be of a different nature
online than offline. Even though many traditional search cost variables may be
comparatively less important in online environments, two traditional information
search cost factors, namely information processing time and ease of access to information, remain important in online environments [HoLo99, LyAr00]. As a result, time cost has been included in our model applying it to the interaction process with an agent. Consumers may weigh the number of specifications they provide to a decision support tool and potentially skip interactive search categories in
order to minimize time investment. Two hypotheses have been derived:
H3: The more time cost a consumer perceives while searching for product information, the less will he or she interact with an electronic sales agent.
H4: The more time cost a consumer perceives while searching for product information, the less they will consult detailed product information.
As in offline environments, the benefits of search reside in the identification of an
appropriate product. Therefore, assuming that the agent is valued, consumers
should feel that interacting with an agent helps them identifying the right product
and consequently invest into a relatively extensive dialogue (at least in a highinvolvement context). If agent interaction is beneficial, they will probably invest
less effort into manual search. Based on this reasoning we hypothesize a competitive effect for the two search forms:
H5: The more benefits a consumer perceives from interacting with an agent, the
more they will interact with it.
H6: The more benefits a consumer perceives from interacting with an agent, the
less will he or she search manually.
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Another construct in offline information search is product knowledge [SrRa91,
BeSm87, PuSt83]. Yet, what consumers actually know about a product category
(objective knowledge) and what they think they know (subjective knowledge) is
often differing and may have diverging effects on search [Bru85]. Subjective
product knowledge investigated here was expected to limit search by allowing responses to become routine or by allowing relevant information to be easier separated from the irrelevant. Furthermore, we argue along existing marketing literature that those consumers who have more knowledge on a product also perceive
less purchase risk [SrRa91, SuTa98].
H7: The more knowledge a person states to have about a product category, the
less will he or she interact with an electronic advisor agent.
H8: The more knowledge a person states to have about a product category, the
more will he or she consult detailed product information.
H9: The more knowledge a person states to have about a product category, the
less risk will he or she perceive when confronted with a buying situation in the
respective category in an online context.
A concept that has gained considerable recognition in the study of information
search is the level of involvement a consumer has with the purchase situation
[BeMs87, PuSte83]. Purchase involvement can be described as “a person’s perceived relevance of the object based on inherent needs, values and interests”
[Zai85, p.341]. Involvement is seen as a motivational factor in consumer choice
behaviour and is attributed mainly to three causes [Dei89]: personal predisposition
(i.e. subjective needs or goals), situational factors (e.g. time pressure) or stimulusdependent factors (e.g. influence of product or communication). While situational
involvement has been integrated in the model as a separate construct, stimulusdependent involvement has been seized indirectly through the construct of product
knowledge and perceived risk. Involvement is expected to play on both, agent interaction and manual search. A number of authors suggested that purchase involvement is also closely related to the consequences element of perceived risk
[BeSm87]:
H10: The more involvement a consumer has with a purchase situation, the more
will he or she interact with an electronic sales agent.
H11: The more involvement a consumer has with a purchase situation, the more
will he or she consult detailed product information.
H12: The more involvement a consumer has with a purchase situation, the more
risk will he or she perceive when confronted with a buying situation in an online
context.
Some studies have been looking explicitely into online interactivity. For example,
based on the theory of exchange developed in marketing literature, Swaminathan
et al. (1999) tested the impact of vendor characteristics, transaction security, pri-
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vacy concerns and customer characteristics on the likelihood of electronic exchange. Other studies observed the importance of secure financial transactions for
consumers’ perceived risk in online transactions. Quite some research attention
has been attributed to the impact of privacy concerns on information exchange
[Spi+01, Swa+99] and to the existence of flow in online navigation [HoNo96,
Nov+00]. These two constructs, privacy and flow, have therefore been integrated
in our online search model.
Privacy can be sacrificed by both interacting with an agent, or by simply navigating online sites. Web servers usually log every of the users’ activity. However, as
was outlined above, when consumers interact with advisor agents on a website
(which ask for key-words or retrieve personal data through dialogue-based systems), they reveal a particularly large amount of direct personal information. Consumers were therefore expected to be cautious when using the interactive applications leading to the hypothesis:
H13: The more privacy concern a consumer expresses over the revelation of personal data, the less will he or she interact with an electronic sales agent.
Another phenomenon occurring when navigating in online environments is ‘flow’.
The flow status is a psychological state that has been investigated in the context of
intrinsic motivation since the 1960’s [CsCs95]. Hoffman and Novak (1996) observed its relevance for online environments and Novak et al. (2000) defined it as
a “state occurring during network navigation which is: (1) characterized by a
seamless sequence of responses facilitated by machine interaction, (2) intrinsically
enjoyable, (3) accompanied by a loss of self-consciousness, and (4) selfreinforcing.” Thus, when consumers search for information online, it is possible
that they loose perception of time and keep on navigating longer and in more directions than they initially planned to. Seen the creation of flow in online environments, the aim was to control this phenomenon with the following hypotheses:
H14: The more flow a consumer perceives, the more will he or she interact with
an electronic sales agent.
H15: The more flow a consumer perceives, the more will he or she consult detailed product information.
Finally, it is intuitive to suggest that online consumers, who used physical retail
channels to get an overview of the product category and are thus more advanced in
the buying process than their peers, engage in less information search online than
those who entered the online search process unprepared. Even though the stage in
the buying process and product knowledge are related concepts, they have been
distinguished here for modelling purposes. Consumers could have felt knowledgeable about a product category without having gone to a store in advance of the
online shopping trip. At the same time, subjects may have gone to a store before
shopping online, but still felt little knowledgeable about the product category. Given this, it was hypothesized that:
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H16: The further a consumer is advanced in the buying process; the less will he or
she interact with an electronic sales agent.
H17: The further a consumer is advanced in the buying process, the less will he or
she consult detailed product information.
H18: The further a consumer is advanced in the buying process, the less risk will
he or she perceive when confronted with a buying situation in an online context.

3

Method

In November 2000 an experiment was carried out with 151 participants to observe
consumer information search behavior during an online shopping trip for a compact camera.

3.1

Participants, Incentive Scheme and Briefing

The experiment was advertised at Humboldt University Berlin, Germany. Its goal
was described as a test of user interaction with a highly innovative product search
engine. The online environment we said would be hosted by the industrial sponsor
of the project who did not wish to be named. All navigational data would be transferred to this company. If people chose to buy something in the store they had to
spend their own money. The main incentive to participate in the experiment was a
60% discount offered on the catalogue prices of cameras displayed in the store
even though this still implied an expenditure of at least € 40 in case of buying.1
95% of the resulting participants were students from different university faculties,
while the remaining 5% held different jobs. 55,8% decided to buy a camera during
the experiment.

3.2

Online Material and Apparatus

The shopping trip took place in an online store called “MCJC Store” explicitly
programmed for the experiment. The main reason for choosing a self-developed
experimental store instead of using log-file material from some conventional
online retailer was that we wanted to observe online search behavior with a view
1

Since project finances did not allow us to offer this discount to all buyers, however,
the incentive structure was slightly refined such that a lottery after the shopping
session decided on one out of 10 participants who would have the right to take the
product for the 60% off. The remaining participants received a small financial
compensation. If someone had not bought, but won the lottery, he or she would go out
empty.
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to 2nd-generation interface-agent systems. For this purpose we needed a highly interactive environment offering users the possibility not only to specify hard product attributes, but also to enroll in an online sales conversation. An animated 3-D
shopping agent image licensed from Artificial Life was therefore used to assist the
user in product search. 56 purchase related questions were developed that would
treat different ‘harder’ and ‘softer’ aspects connected to the purchase situation
[Ann+01]. Shoppers could answer as many questions as they deemed necessary to
receive a recommendation.They were briefed that the agent would be able to calculate a reliable Top-10 ranking of the 50 different camera models on the basis of
three questions answered.
The navigation opportunities participants encountered in the store were organized
in three phases: When participants entered the experimental store they had a space
for orientation (phase 1) where they had the possibility to view all products on offer one by one from a list. From there, users proceeded to the search engine where
the anthropomorphic 3-D shopping agent Luci introduced herself and her purpose
to the user and started a communication or interaction phase. The agent interaction
phase relevant in our model (phase 2) was organized in 7 cycles of 7-10 purchase
related questions that a user could run through with the agent. The 7 question cycles were displayed to the user on a category survey page leaving him the choice
to run through the agent questions in any order he preferred. After viewing a ranking list based on questions answered, customers could then view a more detailed
description of each product and enlarge its photograph (phase 3). The detailed
product description contained a brief marketing text on the respective model displayed, a small photograph and a fact sheet summarizing major product attributes.
However, no brand names were displayed in the store on any of the products. The
reason for this manipulation was that brand names serve as information chunks for
consumers [JaHo81, Wei81]. “Information chunks are information that are particularly relevant for the judgment of products and that are able to substitute or
bundle a number of other information” [KrWe99, p.280]. The shopping process
could be exited at any time and a purchasing decision could be made after the request for a product information page. Before and after the shopping trip, all participants answered a questionnaire in which model variables were integrated.
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Measures
Measurement of Endogenous Model Constructs
Measurement of the Information Search Behaviour

In the literature on offline information search, search activity has typically been
operationalised by the time employed, the number of stores visited, the number of
product alternatives inspected, etc. [BeSm87, PuSt83]. For the purpose of the current study, measuring information search levels had to be adjusted to the electronic medium. While the relative amount of time spent searching was kept as one
factor representing the search effort, the number of page requests was added as a
second measure. Time was recorded for interaction with the electronic agent
(phase 2) and for the two product inspection periods (phases 1 & 3). The time for
interaction with the agent has been represented through the total time spent on answering agent questions and going back to the seven-category survey-page. The
number of page requests in the context of agent interactivity stands for the intensity of exchange a user sought with the electronic agent. As was described above,
the agent asked 56 purchase related questions, each of them representing a separate page. Users could return to this interactive functionality at any time during the
shopping process and modify answers initially given. This activity of modifying
specifications added to the number of page requests in the interaction cycle as well
as the time spent on the functionality. Finally, calls for the Top-10 ranking originating from the agent dialogue or the 7-category survey-page have been added to
the number of page requests representing the breadth of agent interaction.
The number of individual product alternatives viewed added to the manual search
construct. In addition to this detailed description, users had the possibility to
enlarge the photograph of each object in a separate page. The number of photo
enlargements has been added as additional page requests to the construct of manual search. Finally, product descriptions were always requested from a page that
listed the models available. Together, product model lists, factual descriptions and
photo enlargements made up the number of page requests for the dependent manual search construct.

4.1.2

Measurement of Perceived Product Risk

Previous work was referred to in order to measure product category risk. As described in literature [Kap+74], perceived risk has been characterized as a multidimensional construct with people differentiating between several negative consequences of a purchase including functional, financial, sociological and psychological risk. For the current model, risk dimensions have been combined into one
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overall index (that has been proposed and tested by academics in earlier studies
[PeTa75]). As a result, risk has been captured in the following way:
n

OPR j = ∑ ( PLij ⋅ ILij )
i =1

ORPj = overall perceived risk for brand j
PLij = probability of loss i from the purchase of
brand j
ILij = importance of loss i from purchase of brand j
n = risk facets (here n = 4)

In the pre-shopping questionnaire, risk perception was measured by employing a
15-point scale for both dimensions, probability and importance of loss. In order to
calibrate the way in which different people respond to scales, each individual had
to rate not only camera purchases, but also potential dangers and probabilities of
loss associated with ‘extreme products’ in terms of risk, namely toothpaste and
used automobiles.

4.2

Measurement of Exogenous Model Constructs

In order to measure time cost, earlier studies were considered which have introduced the idea of measuring time cost as opportunity cost. For example, Srinivasan and Ratchford (1991) measured time cost by asking people for their general
time constraints and implied that this perception would be a measure for the opportunity cost perceived while searching for product information. In the present
study, time cost was therefore grasped similarly by asking participants after shopping whether they had the feeling during search that they would have rather done
something else.
The problem in specifying the benefit construct is that, strictly speaking, benefits
are not an antecedent, but a result of search. More precisely, perceived benefits of
search are the anticipated result of each additional search step performed
[Moo+97, Wei79]. Studies that measure the benefits of search should therefore try
to capture either expected or ongoing benefits of search. This, however, has turned
out to be a challenge. Either studies referred to the post satisfaction with the product bought [SrRa91] or employed very general measures testing for consumers’
backward belief in the merits of the search activity. Doing so, self justification
may have impacted responses. On the other hand, measuring expected benefits of
search prior to the actual search taking place carries the risk to prime subjects’ behaviour. The measurement problem was attempted to be circumvented by taking
the perceived quality of agent recommendations as an indicator for perceived
search benefits. For this purpose participants had to indicate on a 5-point scale after the shopping process how well the agent hit one’s needs.
For the measurement of product knowledge we used scales from [MoLe80,
SrRa91] asking participants to rate on a 5-point scales how regularly they would
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advice peers in the choice of electronics and to what extent they perceive themselves knowledgeable in the product domain.
Involvement was deducted form asking participants about the importance of a
camera purchase that day for a 60% discount (5-point scales) as well as the urgency of a new camera (4-point scale).
In order to measure privacy concerns, some of the scales developed by Ackerman
et al. (1999) were used. Participants were asked ten questions reflecting to what
degree they would be ready to reveal certain types of information about themselves on a web site, including identification information (e.g. address or name)
and profiling information (e.g. hobbies or income). The arithmetic mean of answers given to these 10 questions provided an index for participants’ privacy concerns.
Flow is a construct that is relatively complex to measure. In psychological experiments conducted by Csikszentmihalyi and Csikszentmihalyi (1995), the socalled Experience Sampling Method (ESM) has been employed which involves
permanent and unexpected measurement of the current state of consciousness during an activity. As such a constant measurement of flow was not practicable in
the shopping experiment, an additive index has been developed that is based on a
number of questions capturing the flow experience as defined by Csikszentmihalyi
and Csikszentmihalyi (1995) and Novak et al. (2000). The index was calculated by
taking the mean of five answers provided on a 9-point scale to questions on the
ability and challenge to use the shopping interface, concentration, forgetting oneself and having the feeling of rather doing something else; all contructs derived
from [CsCs95].
Finally, the fact that some participants had gone to a physical retail outlet was
taken into account in advance of the experiment. There, some had already chosen
products of interest for themselves that they now wished to buy for a 60% discount in our online store. Even though the online store made it difficult for them to
rapidly identify their consideration set due to the lack of brand names, these subjects might still have behaved differently to those who were not informed. Subjects were therefore asked in advance of the buying session whether they had informed themselves of the product they wanted to purchase before coming to the
lab and also to what degree they had already decided on products (consideration
set). The two answers given were then combined to one additive index entitled
Stage in the Buying Process.
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Results
Data

Before model estimation, the data was screened for outliers, which led to an exclusion of 6 from 151 observations. In addition, 29 subjects had missing data,
which we originally wanted to impute. However, imputing missing values by using a Maximum-Likelihood approach [LiRu87] implies multivariate normal data.
Using PRELIS 2.30 [JöSö96] we tested the assumption that the variables are normally distributed. The multivariate tests [Bol89] after listwise deletion of 29 cases
with missing data show that the remaining data is significantly skewed (z = 5.42, p
= .000) whereas multivariate kurtosis represents a borderline case (z = 2.45, p =
.014). An omnibus test on multivariate skewness and kurtosis (χ2 = 35.37, p =
.000) further indicates that the data is not normally distributed, although deviation
from normality seems to be rather modest and in the first place concerns indicators
for information search behaviour. As a result, model estimation had to be based on
116 cases.

5.2

Model Estimation and Fit

We used a structural equation modelling approach to simultaneously test model
constructs and their relations. The model was estimated by the software program
Mplus [MuMu98] which uses Maximum-Likelihood (ML) estimation as a standard modelling approach. Yet, since our data is not normally distributed we used
the more robust MLM estimation option available in Mplus (this choice has an effect on the estimated standard errors for parameter estimates as well as the Chisquare test statistic, which corresponds to the re-scaled test statistic developed by
Satorra and Bentler (1988, 1994)).
In an initial model estimation thus conducted with MLM four of our latent variable indicators had negative measurement error variances. These so-called “heywood
cases” often occur in structural equation modelling under the conditions of a small
sample size and few indicators per latent variable [AnGe84, Boom82]. We therefore set a strategy negative error variances to zero, a strategy pursued by earlier
studies on information search [PuSt83].
Fit measures for this model were highly satisfactory. The RMSEA of .038 is considerably below the cut-off value of .05 [BrCu93, HuBe99] and both CFI = .974
and TLI = .952 are above the threshold value of .95 [HuBe98]. The explained
variances of the endogenous variables of information search are only moderate (R2
for “Interaction with agent” is .21 and for “Self-controlled search” .19), but are
considerably higher than those reported in former studies on information search
behaviour (e.g., Punj and Stealin, 1983).
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The rather small sample size prevented a highly sophisticated operationalisation of
our theoretical constructs by multiple indicators. Nevertheless, based on parameter
estimates for our model we tried to assess the reliability and validity of our twoindicator measurement models (see table 1). For this purpose we used indicator
reliability [Bag82], factor reliability (squared correlation between a construct and
an unweighted composite of its indicators; see Bagozzi and Baumgartner, 1994)
and the average variance extracted [FoLa81]. Both, factor reliability and average
variance extracted can also be regarded as measures for convergent validity. Since
all these values are above their corresponding threshold values [BaYi88] and as
factor loadings were all significant, our construct measurements can be regarded
as reliable and valid.
Indicator

Indicator
Reliability

Factor Reliability

Avg. Variance
Extracted

1

.908

.841

.747

2

.431

Product class
knowledge

1

.978

.811

.688

2

.438

Interaction
with agent

1

.848

.761

.615

2

.455

Product inspection*

1

1.000*

.864

.761

2

.626

≥ .6

≥ .5

Factor
Involvement

Required level

≥ .4

Table 1: Reliability and Validity of Measurement Models (*NOTE: error variance fixed to
zero)

5.3

Model Relationships Found

Fit measures of the model indicate that the overall relationships hypothecated to
exist for online information search sufficiently reflect reality. Interesting for the
better comprehension of online information search is to what extent the hypotheses hold true and at what level of significance. Table 2 gives an overview of the
findings. Figure 1 summarizes the relationships found and also includes the levels
of significance reported on hereafter.
H1 and H2 postulated that the more purchase risk a consumer perceives the more
will he or she search for information. In fact, H1 (users use an electronic agent
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more intensively when they perceive higher levels of risk) was not confirmed by
the data. In contrast, it was observed that participants tended to rely less heavily
on the interactive functionality the more risk they perceived, even though this relation is not significant. At the same time, they consulted significantly more detailed
product information the more risk they perceived, confirming H2. This finding
suggests that consumers may engage more in manually controlled forms of search
the more product risk they perceive. At the same time, they do not necessarily like
to rely on an agent like the one used in the experiment. This is an interesting finding, because economic theory would suggest that relying on agent advice is more
rational than relying on personally sought information.
All exogenous constructs that were hypothesized to influence the perception of
risk, namely product knowledge (H9), purchase involvement (H12) and the stage
in the buying process (H18) proved to be in the right direction. However, none of
them were statistically significant, except for product knowledge.
Explanatory/

Endogenous variables

Exogenous variables

Perceived
risk

Interaction with
agent

Self-controlled
search

Perceived risk

-

-.022 (-.25)

.139 (1.69)

Time cost of search

-

-.161 (-1.55)

-.299 (-3.63)

Benefits of search

-

-.190 (-1.65)

-.018 (-.20)

Product knowledge

-.232 (-2.06)

-.375 (-2.95)

.005 (.05)

Involvement

.016 (.16)

.315 (2.54)

.367 (3.66)

Privacy

-

-.259 (-2.77)

-

Flow

-

.152 (1.57)

.164 (1.75)

Stage in the buying
process

-.081 (-.93)

-.077 (-.83)

-.059 (-.76)

Table 2: Estimation results from a model of online information search; NOTE.—
Standardized solution.; t-values are given in parentheses.

As far as the time cost of search is concerned, H4 was supported. The data revealed that the more participants had wished to do something else while shopping
online, the less they manually sought for information. The same was true for agent
interaction (H3), however not to a significant level. The results might indicate that
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agent functionality is relatively less impacted by consumers’ time constraints than
are user-driven search forms.
In contrast to H5, the more benefits a user derived from their interaction, the less
he or she was willing to invest in the interaction process. In fact, since benefits of
search were measured in the form of perceived accuracy of agent recommendation, it is intuitive to argue that the better the initial recommendation made by the
agent, the less participants had an incentive to return to the interactive functionality to enhance or modify search parameters. However, even if this explanation is
straightforward, the finding is still interesting because it raises awareness that one
of the most basic assumptions made in information economics, which is that the
more benefits one retrieves from information search, the more one searches for
information, might be significantly impacted by agent technology (at least if benefits are measured in terms of identifying the right model). This impact resides in
the possibility that the perceived utility of search renders decreasing marginal returns of search much quicker than this was the case for offline markets. The result
is an inverse relationship between perceived search benefits and the activity of
search. More research is certainly needed to investigate this finding and test its
impact on the cost-benefit construct in information search theory. H6 (the more
benefits a consumer perceives from interacting with an agent, the less will he or
she consult detailed product information) was supported by the data, however not
at a significant level.
The traditional concept of product knowledge proved to be a reliable indicator for
the prediction of interaction with the agent. H7 (the more knowledge a person states to have about a product category, the less will he or she interact with an electronic sales agent) was shown to be significant at the highest level. In contrast to
this finding, there was almost no effect of product knowledge on self-controlled
search (H8).
Another traditional search factor, which proved highly significant for both parameters of search, agent interaction and detailed product inspection, was product
involvement (H10 and H11). The more involvement a participant had with the
purchase situation, the more he or she used both information sources available
from the online store.
In summary, most of the traditional information search factors identified for offline markets were supported by the online model, with more than half of them at a
significant level. Only two relationships did not hold true, namely the impact of
perceived risk, and search benefits on the interaction process with the agent.
H13 (privacy concerns would be negatively related to consumer willingness to interact with the agent system) was corroborated by model results. In fact, the data
does not only support hypothesis 13, but also suggests that privacy concerns may
have the strongest impact on agent interaction amongst all variables tested. This
finding means that marketers who employ highly interactive technologies on their
web sites should, in their own interests, pay attention to the privacy conditions
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they offer to their customers. However, it should also be noted here that in average
more than 85% of the agent’s questions were answered by the participants. This is
surprising, because answering agent questions is much more informative about a
user than his navigating a site. Users’ privacy concerns seem to have expressed
themselves more in a restriction of navigation (measurable in time and page requests) than in a reduction on information disclosed.
The flow construct for Web navigation introduced by Hoffman and Novak (1996)
as well as Novak et al. (2000) proved to be significant to the model. The data confirmed that participants who perceived more flow searched significantly more manually (H15). This positive effect was, however, not significant in as far as the
shopping agent was concerned (H14).
Finally, the data supported at a non-significant level that the more participants
were advanced in the buying process, the less would they interact with the advisor
agent (H16) or manually search for information (H17). As there were no brand
names displayed in the store, the strength of this finding must, however, be regarded with caution. In case of brand display the negative effect on information
search could have been stronger, with participants going directly for their consideration set.

6

Conclusion

The structural equation model we proposed for drivers and impediments of online
information search displayed a very good level of fit and supported the majority of
hypotheses made. As a result, we were able to show that determinants of information search identified in former offline studies, including product knowledge, purchase involvement and time cost seem to hold true for the online world. Furthermore, prove could be made of the influence of new variables such as privacy concerns and the achievement of a flow status.
In addition to the confirmation of these relationships, a number of interesting findings have been made that, in our view, deserve further research confirmation.
These include the observation that consumers who perceive higher levels of risk
prior to a purchase seem to rely less strongly on agent advice than their peers and
prefer to consult the more controllable detail information available on products.
Another aspect is consumers’ curious handling of privacy concerns that on one
side seem to be significantly addressed by decreased levels of interaction, but on
the other hand also seem to be ignored when it comes to actual information disclosure.
The particular benefit of the study in the way we conducted it is that we were able
to observe the ‘pure’ and instantaneous impact of different behavioural constructs
on information search. Thus, we were able, for example, to exclude the impact of
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brands on behaviour. We also observed actual search behaviour taking place and
did not have to rely on self-reported activities (as former studies did). By using the
electronic shopbot, we were also able to win insights into peoples’ dealings with
this emerging type of technology and its relative importance in the information
search process in comparison to detailed product descriptions. Here it was interesting to see that agents really represent only one way of searching for information
and that, for example, in situations of higher purchase risk, they may not be the
preferred tool for users to decide on their products. This finding particularly questions the ‘zero-search-cost-assumptions’ of online information search discussed in
the introduction.
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